WHO WE ARE University School FIFTH GRADE

5

An inquiry into the nature of the self; beliefs and values; personal, physical, mental, social, and spiritual health; human
relationships including families, friends, communities, and cultures; rights and responsibilities; what it means to be human.

Central Idea: Choices affect one's physical, emotional, intellectual, and social health.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. how to establish healthy habits and routines (causation)
2. exploring human relationships (responsibility)
3. living a socially and emotionally healthy life (reflection)

Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Choices
Healthy habits
Goals

Knowledgeable
Balanced

Social skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Disease impact on indigenous people; how health care was provided
Science: Health, diet, exercise

Math: Graphing healthy habits, comparing calorie needs, measuring content of foods
Language Arts: Poetry, self-reflective writing, communication about texts leads to writing classroom norms.
Art: Using the arts for mental health and emotional intelligence
Library: Book characters that face choices and make decisions
Music: Purposes and function of music; using music for mental and emotional health
PE: Lifelong fitness activities. Exercise can affect mood by releasing endorphins.

Spanish: Spanish vocabulary for emotions, body parts, reflexive verbs (daily routine)
Social Justice: Identity > positive social identities based on membership in multiple social groups

WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME University School FIFTH GRADE
An inquiry into orientation in place and time; personal histories; homes and journeys; the discoveries, explorations and migrations of
humankind; the relationships between, and the interconnectedness of, individuals and civilizations from local and global perspectives.
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Central Idea: Exploration and colonization change the world.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. motivations of explorers and colonists
2. how the availability of natural resources determines success or failure
3. impacts of exploration and colonization on people, animals, and environments
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Responsibility: What are our obligations?
Change: How is it transforming?
Perspective: What are the points of view?

Discovery
Colony
Resources

Risk Takers
Reflective

Communication skills
Self-management skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Exploration, colonization, rights/civil rights, black history, impact of humans
Science: Floating and sinking, conservation of mass, mixtures and solutions, displacement
Math: Calculations and budgets

Language Arts: journal writing, letter writing, poetry, research paper, essay writing
Art: Artists who have broken new ground
Library: Team Moon > lunar exploration and collaborative problem solving
Music: How music is influenced by exploration/colonization/technology; impact of art and
music / indigenous people
PE: Historical games during colonization

Spanish: Pre-Columbian civilizations and the effect of Columbus and other conquistadors on New and Old Worlds (Columbian Exchange);
Afrolatino culture
Social Justice: Impact of bias and injustice; power and privilege; history of social justice

HOW WE EXPRESS OURSELVES University School FIFTH GRADE

5

An inquiry into the ways in which we discover and express ideas, feelings, nature, culture, beliefs and values;
the ways in which we reflect on, extend and enjoy our creativity; our appreciation of the aesthetic.

Central Idea: Throughout time, people have expressed differing beliefs, values, and ideas which have caused change.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. reasons for and against revolution (causation)
2. impact of voice and persuasion (perspective)
3. outcome of revolution (change)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Causation: Why is it as it is?
Change: How is it transforming?
Perspective: What are the points of view?

Revolution
Persuasion
Change

Open-minded
Principled
Reflective

Thinking skills
Communication skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Impact of revolution on society, revolution as expression, economics
Science: Inventions are how they often come from a need during times of great change

Math and Problem Solving: Timelines
Language Arts: Poetry, journaling from an historical point of view
Art: Self portraits
Library: Artists and authors who changed literature
Music: Exploring the power of songs during times of social change
PE: Athletes speaking on social issues and civil rights, expressive dance

Spanish: Explore Mexican independence and Cinco de Mayo, the Golden Age in Spain, Latin American revolutions
Social Justice: Justice: power and privilege; Action: taking action for justice

HOW THE WORLD WORKS University School FIFTH GRADE
An inquiry into the natural world and its laws; the interaction between the natural world (physical and
biological) and human societies; how humans use their understanding of scientific principles; the impact of
scientific and technological advances on society and on the environment.
Central Idea: Living things adapt to their environments.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into…

1. how living things use natural resources to adapt (connection)
2. the interconnection of habitats, ecosystems and biomes (function)
3. causes of plant and animal adaptations (causation)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Connection: How is it linked to other things?
Function: How does it work?
Causation: Why is it as it is?

Adaptation
Biome/habitat
Natural resources

Inquirers
Communicators
Open-minded

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Indigenous people, human movement, human adaptation, cultural regions, economics
Science: Biome research, habitat observation, inquiry into animal adaptations, atmosphere
Math and Problem Solving: Comparing and contrasting, graphing adaptation, measuring,
calculating needs, scale, 3D models
Language Arts: Information writing, text features, personal narrative writing, point of view,
storytelling, notetaking, reading
Art: Landscape paintings, outdoor artworks, art with natural materials
Library: Native American folklore and the environment
Music: Development of instruments around the world based on available resources
PE: Sport and recreation evolving around available resources; hockey in cold climates

Spanish: Habitats and animals vocabulary
Social Justice: Diversity in social, cultural, political and historical context; standing up against injustice
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HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES University School FIFTH GRADE

5

An inquiry into the interconnectedness of human-made systems and communities; the structure and
function of organizations; societal decision-making; economic activities and their impact on humankind

Central Idea: Systems provide order and are present in our everyday lives.
Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into…

1. systems of government (form)
2. how humans identify systems to bring understanding (causation)
3. the roles of humans in systems (connection)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Form: What is it like?
Causation: Why is it as it is?
Connection: How is it linked to another thing?

Systems
Laws
Order

Knowledgeable
Principled
Balanced

Social skills
Communication skills

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Economics, government, citizenship
Science: Discoveries that have led to change, patterns in space, shadows and movement, scientists in politics

Math and Problem Solving: Governmental statistics, timelines, graphing, budgets
Language Arts: Point of view, compare and contrast
Art: Art is used to inform and change beliefs, values, or behaviors of an individual or society
Library: Systems: Dewey Decimal system; active citizenship in books
Music: Organizing groups for part-singing and ensemble-playing; written music and standard notation
PE: Sports organizations provide governing bodies, structure, and standardized rules

Spanish: Language structures and patterns, gender number agreement, subject/verb agreement
Social Justice: Diversity> respectful change of ideas; Justice> recognizing unfairness; Action> making principled decisions; actions against injustice

SHARING THE PLANET University School FIFTH GRADE

5

An inquiry into rights and responsibilities in the struggle to share finite resources with
other people and with other living things; communities and the relationships within and
between them; access to equal opportunities; peace and conflict resolution.
Central Idea: Individuals and groups of people have made a difference to the world.

Lines of inquiry. An inquiry into...

1. motivations for action (connection)
2. action creates change (connection)
3. kids make a difference (responsibility)
Key Concepts:

Related Concepts:

Learner Profile:

Approaches to Learning:

Connection: How is it linked to another thing?
Responsibility: What are our obligations?

Leadership
Citizenship

Open-minded
Caring
Risk-takers

Thinking skills
Communication skills
Research skills

Roles
Impact

BIG IDEAS AND OTHER CONNECTIONS
Social Studies: Mapping changemakers in town, country, world; research; make informational posters; primary and secondary resources
Science: Continents, map reading and making, climate change and activism
Math and Problem Solving: calculating donations, counting money, cost-sourcing and averaging for donations to organizations, graphing,
budgeting, timeline, research into how charities spend their donations
Language Arts: Evidence based writing, personal narrative writing. Letter writing, using support from text in opinions, conflict in literature
Art: Studying the impact of an artist or a group of artists on the beliefs, values, and behaviors of a society
Library: Changemakers’ biographies
Music: Using Our Voice: Why do we sing?; book: Change Sings!; Playing for Change videos
PE: Athletes using their platform, game inventors, Olympic competition.

Spanish: Cinco de Mayo; Latin American Revolutions/Revolutionaries; influential Hispanics (Hispanic Heritage Month)
Social Justice: Identity > dignity; Diversity with empathy and connection; Justice and stereotyping; Action and responsibility

